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Open FOAM Lid-Driven Cavity icoFoam

OpenFOAM

Description of the Software

. Free, open source software package

. Collocation finite volume methdo

. Simple and complex fluid flows

. Chemically reacting and non-reacting flows

. Laminar and turbulent flows (eventually including heat transfer)

. Also: solid mechanics and electromagnetics

. Includes tools for meshing, pre- and post-processing; parallel with mpi
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OpenFOAM
blockMeshDict

OpenFOAM: blockMeshDict

. <problem_folder>/constant/polyMesh/blockMeshDict

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary containing code information:
FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
object blockMeshDict;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
blockMeshDict

Meshing

. <problem_folder>/constant/polyMesh/blockMeshDict

◦ scaling parameter:

convertToMeters 0.1;

◦ vertices: Cartesian coordinates of the domain vertices1:

vertices
(

(0 0 0)
(1 0 0)
(1 1 0)
(0 1 0)
(0 0 0.1)
(1 0 0.1)
(1 1 0.1)
(0 1 0.1)

);

1For 2-D cases, it is necessary to indicate suitable BCs.
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OpenFOAM
blockMeshDict

Meshing

. <problem_folder>/constant/polyMesh/blockMeshDict

◦ blocks: collects the mesh blocks to assemble
◦ hex: single hexahedral box
◦ simpleGrading: distribution of volume cells in the hexahedral block

(if 1 no grading, i.e. evenly distributed grid)
blocks
(

hex(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7)(20 20 1)simpleGrading(1 1 1)
);

◦ edges: denotes all the non-straight edges
◦ curved edges: arc, simpleSpline, polyLine, etc...
◦ arc: denotes a circular arc passing through three points

edges
(

arc 0 5 (0.469846 0.17101 0)
);
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OpenFOAM
blockMeshDict

Meshing
. <problem_folder>/constant/polyMesh/blockMeshDict

◦ boundary: name, type and faces of each block boundary
boundary
(
<NameOfTheBoundary>
{

type <TypeOfTheBoundary>;
faces
(

(<4EdgesOfTheCurrentFace>)
);

}
);

◦ type: type of the boundary, e.g. wall, empty, patch
◦ mergePatchPairs: lists the patches to merge and mesh together

mergePatchPairs
(
);

◦ running commands:
<problem\_folder>$ blockMesh
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OpenFOAM
Initial Conditions

Initial Conditions

. <problem_folder>/0/p

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary containing code information:
FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class volScalarField;
object p;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
Initial Conditions

OpenFOAM: Initial Conditions

. <problem_folder>/0/p

◦ dimensions of the system:
dimensions [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0]; % m^2/s^2

◦ internalField: uniform (one value) or not (collocation values)
internalField uniform 0;
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OpenFOAM
blockMeshDict

OpenFOAM: blockMeshDict

. <problem_folder>/0/p

◦ boundaryField: boundary conditions (same label of the mesh)
boundaryField
{
<NameOfTheBoundary>
{

type <TypeOfTheBoundaryCondition>;
}
}
// ***************************************** //

◦ type: type of the boundary: zeroGradient, fixedValue, empty, etc...
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OpenFOAM
Initial Conditions

OpenFOAM: Initial Conditions

. <problem_folder>/0/U

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary delimited by curly brackets
containing code’s information:

FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class volVectorField;
object U;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
Initial Conditions

OpenFOAM: Initial Conditions

. <problem_folder>/0/U

◦ dimensions of the system:
dimensions [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0]; % m/s

◦ internalField: uniform (three values) or not (collocation values)
internalField uniform (0 0 0);
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OpenFOAM
blockMeshDict

OpenFOAM: blockMeshDict

. <problem_folder>/0/U

◦ boundaryField: boundary conditions (same label of the mesh)
boundaryField
{
<NameOfTheBoundary>
{

type <TypeOfTheBoundaryCondition>;
}
}
// ***************************************** //

◦ type: type of the boundary: zeroGradient, fixedValue, empty, etc...
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OpenFOAM
transportProperties

OpenFOAM: transportProperties

. <problem_folder>/constant/transportProperties

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary delimited by curly brackets
containing code’s information:

FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "constant"
object transportProperties;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
transportProperties

OpenFOAM: transportProperties

. <problem_folder>/constant/transportProperties

◦ physical properties of the system2:

nu nu [ 0 2 -1 0 0 0 0 ] 0.01; % m^2/s

// **************************************** //

2In the case of incompressible single-phase flows, just kinematic
viscosity has to be defined. Other properties should be eventually
included in the transportProperties dictionary.
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OpenFOAM
controlDict

OpenFOAM: controlDict

. <problem_folder>/system/controlDict

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary delimited by curly brackets
containing code’s information:

FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "system";
object controlDict;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
controlDict

OpenFOAM: controlDict

. <problem_folder>/system/controlDict

◦ application: function that defines the model to use.

application icoFoam;

◦ startFrom: command used to set the initial time of the
simulation. In this case the command is
starTime and, in the next row, it indicates
that the simulation has tin = 0. The initial
condition is then in a directory named 0.
To use a previous calculation, instead of the
command startTime, latestTime is used.

startFrom startTime;
startTime 0;
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OpenFOAM
controlDict

OpenFOAM: controlDict

. <problem_folder>/system/controlDict

◦ stopAt: command used to set the final time of the simu-
lation. In this case the command is endTime
and indicates that the simulation has tfin = .5.

stopAt endTime;
endTime 0.5;

◦ deltaT: defines the time step used for the simulation.
Numerical stability problems can be due to time
and the spatial discretization steps. Theoretically
analysing the incompressible flow solver,
the stability is controlled by the local Courant
number, which has to be less than one.

deltaT 0.005;
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OpenFOAM
controlDict

OpenFOAM: controlDict

. <problem_folder>/system/controlDict

◦ writeControl: defines the kind of control used to save
data. The command timeStep saves
each (writeInterval)x(time steps).
The storage is in folders created using
as name the time of saving.

◦ purgeWrite: defines a limit on the number of storage di-
rectories: if the needed directories are more
than the indicator, the previous data are
cyclically overwritten. Not to define a limit
purgeWrite has to be 0.

writeControl timeStep;
writeInterval 20;
purgeWrite 0;
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OpenFOAM
controlDict

OpenFOAM: controlDict

. <problem_folder>/system/controlDict

◦ further instruction for saving the data:

writeFormat ascii;
writePrecision 6;
writeCompression off;
timeFormat general;
timePrecision 6;
runTimeModifiable true;

// ***************************************** //
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OpenFOAM
fvSchemes

OpenFOAM: fvSchemes

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSchemes

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary delimited by curly brackets
containing code’s information:

FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "system";
object fvSchemes;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
fvSchemes

OpenFOAM: fvSchemes

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSchemes

◦ ddtSchemes: contains the information about the method
to discretize the temporal derivative.
Euler means that the time derivative is
discretized using an Implicit Euler scheme.
Other options are: CrankNicholson,
backward, etc...

ddtSchemes
{

default Euler;
}
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OpenFOAM
fvSchemes

OpenFOAM: fvSchemes

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSchemes

◦ gradSchemes: contains the information about the
selected method to discretize the gradient.
Gauss linear means that OpenFOAM
discretizes the gradient operator with the
linear Gaussian method. Another method
is the least squares method setting
leastSquares instead of Gauss linear.

gradSchemes
{

default Gauss linear;
grad(p) Gauss linear;

}
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OpenFOAM
fvSchemes

OpenFOAM: fvSchemes

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSchemes

◦ divSchemes and laplacianSchemes:
contains information about the selected method for
discretizing the divergence and laplacian operators.

divSchemes
{

default none;
div(phi,U) Gauss linear;

}
laplacianSchemes
{

default none;
laplacian(nu,U) Gauss linear orthogonal;
laplacian((1|A(U)),p) Gauss linear orthogonal;

}
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OpenFOAM
fvSchemes

OpenFOAM: fvSchemes

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSchemes

◦ interpolationSchemes: sets the interpolation method.

interpolationSchemes
{

default linear;
interpolate(HbyA) linear;

}

◦ snGradSchemes: sets the treatment for (·),n.

snGradSchemes
{

default orthogonal;
}
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OpenFOAM
fvSchemes

OpenFOAM: fvSchemes

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSchemes

◦ fluxRequired: sets the information about fields for
which is required to calculate a flux.

fluxRequired
{

default no;
p ;

}
// *************************************** //
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OpenFOAM
fvSolution

OpenFOAM: fvSolution

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSolution

◦ initial banner:
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| ========= | |
| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox |
| \\ / O peration | Version: 2.2.2 |
| \\ / A nd | Web: www.OpenFOAM.org |
| \\/ M anipulation | |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

◦ FoamFile: sub-dictionary delimited by curly brackets
containing code’s information:

FoamFile
{

version 2.0;
format ascii;
class dictionary;
location "system";
object fvSolution;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
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OpenFOAM
fvSolution

OpenFOAM: fvSolution

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSolution

◦ solvers: defines the set-up of the linear solvers.

solvers
{

<Var>
{

solver <SolverType>;
preconditioner <PreconditionerType>;
tolerance <AbsoluteTollerance>;
relTol <RelativeTollerance>;

}
}
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OpenFOAM
fvSolution

OpenFOAM: fvSolution

. <problem_folder>/system/fvSolution

◦ <SplittingOperator>: numerical treatment of pressure and velocity.

PISO
{

nCorrectors 2;
nNonOrthogonalCorrectors 0;
pRefCell 0;
pRefValue 0;

}
// **************************************** //
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OpenFOAM
Running a Case

OpenFOAM: Running a Case

. <problem_folder>

◦ running a solver in foreground:

<problem_folder>$ <solverName>

◦ running a solver in background:

<problem_folder>$ <solverName> > log &

◦ data visualization:

<problem_folder>$ paraFoam
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Lid-Driven Cavity
Mathematical Problem

Lid-Driven Cavity Problem

∇ · u = 0
u,t +u · ∇u = −∇p+ ν∆u

BC :


left edge: No–Slip → u = 0
right edge: No–Slip → u = 0
bottom edge: No–Slip → u = 0
top edge: No–Slip → u = U î

IC :u = 0

u = velocity field
p = relative pressure field divided by ρ
ν = kinematic viscosity
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Lid–Driven Cavity
OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

. icoFoam assumes an incompressible, unsteady flow and
ignores gravity, but it can be also set as a steady solver

. A way to “validate” the code is to increase the cells size showing a
consistent decrement of the approximation error. If the Lax theorem is
applicable, the discrete solution converges to the exact one decreasing the
characteristic size of each element

. An alternative is to compare with experimental data
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Lid–Driven Cavity
OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: Meshing

. At first, an evenly distributed, orthogonal mesh is used;

. Because the problem to solve is a 2–D case, in blockMeshDict an arbitrary
thickness is given in z direction and empty is used for the faces having as
normal vector k̂;

. For a coarse grid set-up, the number of cells will be Nx = 20 , Ny = 20
(and Nz = 1);

. Algorithm steps:
◦ create the geometry writing the blockMeshDict file and locating it in

<problem_folder>/constant/polyMesh/;
◦ run the command <problem_folder>$ blockMesh;
◦ check the mesh with <problem_folder>$ checkMesh;
◦ visualize it with <problem_folder>$ paraFoam and the

Wireframe visualization option.
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(and Nz = 1);

. Algorithm steps:
◦ create the geometry writing the blockMeshDict file and locating it in

<problem_folder>/constant/polyMesh/;

◦ run the command <problem_folder>$ blockMesh;
◦ check the mesh with <problem_folder>$ checkMesh;
◦ visualize it with <problem_folder>$ paraFoam and the

Wireframe visualization option.
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Lid–Driven Cavity
OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: solver set-up

. For an incompressible, viscous flow, considering a laminar regime, the only
fluid property to specify is the kinematic viscosity (in
transportProperties);

. In writing the controlDict file, the setted ∆t should take into account
numerical stability limits;

. Because the employed grid is Orthogonal, the flag
nNonOrthogonalCorrectors in fvSolution is set to 0;

. Starting from resting, homogeneous flow, homogeneous initial conditions
are stored for p and U in the folder <problem_folder>/0/.
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Lid–Driven Cavity
OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: solver set-up

. Algorithm steps:
◦ set the fluid properties in transportProperties file and locating it in

<problem_folder>/constant/;
◦ set the initial conditions writing the p and U files and locating them in

<problem_folder>/0/;
◦ set time step and data saving/storing options writing the

controlDict file and locating it in <problem_folder>/system/;
◦ set discretization and splitting scheme details writing the fvSchemes

and fvSolution files and locating them in
<problem_folder>/system/;

◦ run the icoFoam solver with the command
<problem_folder>$ icoFoam;

◦ visualize the results with the command <problem_folder>$ paraFoam.
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OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: solver set-up
. Case folder structure:

→ <problem_folder>/
→ 0/

U
p

→ constant/
transportProperties
→ polyMesh/

blockMeshDict
→ system/

controlDict
fvSchemes
fvSolution
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Lid–Driven Cavity
OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: Mesh Refinement
. As second try, because of the solution characteristics, a

better result can be obtained refining the mesh in the
four corners of the cavity;

. To proceed, the blockMeshDict file will consist of four
blocks whose simple grading will be used to cluster the
nodes nearby the domain corners:
blocks
(

hex (<1st block vertices>) (<Nx Ny Nx>) simpleGrading (2.0 2.0 1.0)
hex (<2nd block vertices>) (<Nx Ny Nx>) simpleGrading (0.5 2.0 1.0)
hex (<3rd block vertices>) (<Nx Ny Nx>) simpleGrading (2.0 0.5 1.0)
hex (<4th block vertices>) (<Nx Ny Nx>) simpleGrading (0.5 0.5 1.0)

);
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Lid–Driven Cavity
OpenFOAM icoFoam solver

OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: solver re-initialization
. The set-up used for the solver in the case of a uniform mesh

can be kept unchanged;
. The only necessary changing is in writing the controlDict

file. The selected ∆t should take into account numerical
stability limits relative to the new mesh;

. As initial condition, the solution of the previous simulation
can be used mapping it on the current grid:

mapFields <folder to map from> -consistent

. As initial time, the final one of the prevoius solution is set.
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OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: solver set-up

. Algorithm steps:
◦ copy the previous results in an old problem folder:

<problem_folder_Old>;
◦ set the new blockMeshDict and controlDict;
◦ create the new mesh with the command

<problem_folder>/blockMesh;
◦ map the results on the new grid with the command

<problem_folder>/mapFields
..<problem_folder_Old> -consistent;

◦ run the icoFoam solver with the command
<problem_folder>$ icoFoam;

◦ visualize the results with the command
<problem_folder>$ paraFoam.
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OpenFOAM icoFoam solver: PISO algorithm
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